Reduced cortical thickness in subjects at clinical high risk for psychosis and clinical attributes.
Although neuroanatomical abnormalities in subjects at clinical high risk for psychosis have been considered a putative biomarker of psychosis, relevance of cortical thickness alterations remains contested due to discrepant findings. Inconsistencies persist in Asian clinical high risk studies, despite their advantageous settings well-controlled for confounds. Attributes of cortical thickness alterations in clinical high risk subjects warrant further examination. We examined cortical thickness at the whole-brain level in 74 clinical high risk subjects and 34 demographically matched healthy controls recruited from Seoul Youth Clinic, South Korea. Clinical symptoms were assessed using the Scale of Prodromal Symptoms, and their associations with cortical thickness were explored using partial correlation analysis. Compared to healthy control, clinical high risk exhibited significant cortical thinning in bilateral prefrontal cortex and inferior parietal lobule clusters. Reduced thickness in the left prefrontal cortex cluster was associated with more severe Scale of Prodromal Symptoms general symptoms scores and the right inferior parietal lobule cluster with Scale of Prodromal Symptoms disorganization symptoms. Thickness deficits found in the present clinical high risk sample demonstrated a degree of consistency with those reported in the previous Seoul Youth Clinic study. While inconsistencies reported between the present and previous Seoul Youth Clinic samples may reflect markedly decreased rate of converters, consistencies may be relevant to clinical attributes beyond transition, such as the prevalence of comorbidities. Particular recruitment strategies employed for sample selections should also be considered for findings in Asian clinical high risk samples. Our results suggest potential utility of cortical thickness alterations in clinical high risk subjects beyond the frame of transition.